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LOST THE PLOT is a quirky      
illustrated imprint 
designed for millennials, from 
PANTERA PRESS.
Pantera Press is a young and enthusiastic Australian book publisher, created to 

champion writing culture and literacy in Australia with a clear community and 

cultural purpose.

Pantera discovers and nurtures talented Australian writers who are great storytellers 
and also publish non-fiction books that matter. As a social purpose business, we use 

our profits to fund charities and not-for-profits that encourage reading and work to 

close the literacy gap in Australia.

Our LOST THE PLOT imprint is designed to challenge your thinking, to inform and to 

entertain. It contains beautifully illustrated books on a range of topics of the moment.

All of our books are distributed in Australia and New Zealand by Bloomsbury, and 

we hold world rights to all of our titles. Read on to stretch your imagination and be 

entertained!
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ONDINE SHERMAN

An easy guide to a cruelty-free,
 vegan, plant-based life 

Going vegan seems impossible!  
What do I tell my family, they think it’s unhealthy?  
I don’t want to annoy my friends!  
Where do I find food and clothes?  
How do I still get all the vitamins I need?

Have you been thinking about going vegan? Whether it’s for 
environmental, ethical or health reasons it can be a very big 
decision to make and implement into your lifestyle. 

Vegan Living is a gentle, accessible and inspirational guide 
for a transition into vegan living by Ondine Sherman, one of 
Australia’s leading voices in the animal welfare space.  
 
Based on Ondine’s own personal road to being vegan 
and expert advice, this is an easy and practical guide to 
implementing vegan practice into all aspects of your life 
including food, fashion, cosmetics and health products and other 
lifestyle items that use animal products. It will also provide you 
with the tools you need to navigate being vegan in a non-vegan 
world, and how to answer questions that your friends and family 
might have about your lifestyle change. 

Ondine Sherman is the Co-founder and Managing Director of 
Voiceless, the animal protection institute. She stopped eating 
meat at seven and became full vegan (95% in reality) nearly 
five years ago. 

Ondine holds a BA in Communications from the University of 
Technology, Sydney, and an MA in Environmental Education 
from Macquarie University. She is an Ambassador for Action 
for Dolphins and Director of conservation NGO, This is My 
Earth (TiME). Ondine writes on animal protection regularly 
in the media and her opinion pieces have been published in 
Sydney Morning Herald, AlterNet, Mamamia and more. 

In 2012 she was nominated by Cosmopolitan for “Fun, Fearless, 
Female” Award, presented the Commencement Speech for 
Macquarie University in 2011 and in 2009 nominated as 
Australia’s top 10 Community Leaders by News Limited & 
Microsoft.

She lives in Israel with her husband and three children. 

Vegan Living will take you on a journey to help ease you into  
animal-product free living that enables you to live in harmony with the  
planet while enjoying great food, good friends, health and satisfaction.
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THE TIME 
IS NOW

'There is nothing so powerful in the world 
as an idea whose time has come and 
animal protection is just such an idea.'

- MICHAEL KIRBY,

AUSTRALIA’S LONGEST  
SERVING JUDGE 
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Y ippee! You've taken the first step on the path to a 
vegan cruelty-free, plant-based lifestyle and I'm 

delighted you're here. 

If you're an omnivore, pescatarian, vegetarian or even 
vegan-curious, this book is written just for you. A healthy 
happy vegan lifestyle is win-win-win-win-(repeat infinite 
times) for you, animals, the environment and the future of 
our planet. 

What's the best time to begin my journey? I hear you 
ask. How about, now?! You'll be in great company. Animal 
protection is the social justice movement of our century 
and the vegan awakening is happening, making history 
in our very generation. It's worldwide and spontaneous, 
and involves millions of people shifting away from animal 
products. 

We have a global population of 7.7 billion people 
and, in recent years, 70 per cent of the world's people have 

reported either reducing or stopping their meat consumption. 
This has been largely led by millennials concerned about 
animal protection and the environment. 

If you're thinking the vegan movement is populated by 
only hippies and hipsters, you couldn't be more wrong. 
Mainstream businesses, multinational corporations and 
investors are taking note. There's an explosion of new 
plant-based products, vegan food technology, ethical 
fashion and, most importantly, passion. 

Hundreds of new cookbooks are filling bookstores 
and celebrity chefs are jumping on board. The world's 
largest multinationals, renowned for their meat and dairy 
products, are now investing in vegan food technology. 
And companies like Google, Burger King and even 
McDonald's are getting on the meat-free train. 

Billionaires such as Bill Gates, Jay-Z and Richard 
Branson are investing heavily in the area while vegan and 
vegetarian celebrities are influencing their billions of fans. 
Ariana Grande believes veganism can make you live 
longer and happier, Ellen DeGeneres is encouraging her 
fans to stop eating meat, and Miley Cyrus is sure veganism 
is taking over the world. Music sensation Billie Eilish told 
her millions of fans, 'I understand that meat tastes good ... 
and I know you think you're just one person and it won't 
change anything if you stop but ... you should know "one 
person" adds up.' 
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Veganism is a joyful way of life – a conscious, 
responsible, ethical decision to live our lives 

without harming, exploiting or killing other sentient 
beings. It's a life based on the principles of peace  
and non-violence and one brimming with kindness, 
respect and compassion to all living creatures and  
the Earth. 

Don't we all want a world that's more caring, 
just, fair and less violent? Let's give that a resounding YES.
 
Vegan living is not hard. Most of us living in industrialised 
countries have unprecedented choice about what 
we can eat. Our supermarkets overflow with a wide 
variety of products and, if we're lucky, with a click of a 
button, food, fashion and beauty products are delivered 
directly to our door. We are able to easily meet our 
nutritional needs and keep up with fashion trends without 

supporting industries known to cause both harm to 
animals and environmental destruction. 

But remember – veganism is not a diet, fad, club, fashion 
or cult. It isn't a new-age concern at all. Veganism and 
vegetarianism have been a part of Asian Buddhism, 
Jainism, Sikhism, Taoism and Hinduism for thousands of 
years – the concept of ahimsa, meaning non-violence, 
respecting life and doing no harm, plays a central role. 
Ital, the vegetarian and sometimes vegan diet of the 
Rastafari movement of Jamaica, is intended to improve 
health, avoid causing death and bring followers closer to 
what they refer to as universal energy and life force. 

Gandhi wisely said that true happiness is when what you 
think, do and say are in harmony. When our diet and 
choices are in line with our belief system we feel our 
deepest values reflected in daily life. This is when we can 
live our innermost truth. 

I know from experience that there is a soulful, 
authentic, joyful feeling when my outsides match my 
insides. And I'm not alone. 
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HEALTH  
& FOOD

‘I am living without fats, without meat, 
without fish, but am feeling quite well this 
way. It always seems to me that man was 

not born to be a carnivore.’ 

- ALBERT EINSTEIN

This chapter was written in collaboration with  
Dr Leila Masson, medical doctor and paediatrician. 
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Fourteen years as a vegan, Grace from our Vegan 
A-Team explains what it means to her:

Harry Bolman, host of the Vegan Hour, a regular  
hour-long livestream on Facebook in which he 
interviews vegan identities, describes it this way: 

‘Veganism is a  
philosophy on life. 

It re-frames the way you see the world, 
see food and see yourself as a moral 

agent ... It’s opened me up to world cuisine, 
made me think about the intersection of a 
variety of social issues like animal rights, 

human rights, migrant rights, environmental 
rights ... Veganism is a powerful idea ... 

one to which very few people can 
meaningfully provide any kind of 

robust counter-argument, in 
my experience.’

‘Veganism is the lifestyle  
that seeks to eliminate (as much 

as possible) the use of animals for 
any purpose… To cease exploitation, 

enslavement, commodification and use of 
animals for any purpose. To treat all animals 
(and by extension, all living beings) with the 

love and respect we wish for ourselves. 
When our intention is to do no harm, 

we find a way, not an excuse.’
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T oday millions of people around the globe are 
proving that being healthy and being vegan are 

highly compatible. A healthy vegan diet is appropriate 
for all stages of our life, including pregnancy, 
breastfeeding and adolescence. Research supports 
that vegetarians and vegans are at reduced risk of a 
number of health conditions including heart disease, 
certain cancers, Type 2 diabetes, hypertension and 
obesity. This is because vego and vegan diets are often 
low in saturated fat and high in vegetables, fruits, whole 
grains, legumes, soy products, nuts and seeds (all rich in 
fibre and phytochemicals). This causes lower total and 
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels and better 
serum glucose control, which leads to the reduction of 
chronic disease. 

A comprehensive large study of nutrition coined the 
'Grand Prix of epidemiology' concluded that human beings 
are basically a 'vegetarian species' and, for our own health 

and longevity, we should stay clear of meat and dairy.
Expert scientific advice regarding diet usually recommends 
less animal products but, unfortunately, some nutritionists 
haven't caught up with the times. Others rely on information 
from health studies surreptitiously funded by meat, egg and 
dairy industries using questionable science or drawing 
suspect conclusions. A number of people I know have also 
increased, rather than decreased, their meat consumption 
following trends such as paleo and low-carb diets. And 
many ill-informed health professionals scare away their 
vegan-curious clients, making them doubt their decision to 
adopt a vegan diet. Make sure you're getting advice from 
only the most informed and educated experts.
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SPACE IS COOL AS FUCK

Where art meets science in the magical, wonderful infinity of 
space. 

Bite-sized chunks of incredible, unbelievable information 
explaining everything you need to know about our universe from 
black holes to dark matter, featuring aliens, crazy scientists and 
incredible worlds! 

Space is Cool as Fuck features more than 100 wild artworks, 
photographs and illustrations from 40 international young artists, 
expressing the ineffable, immense, beautiful and insane.

Kate Howells is a lover of all things space. 

In 2017 Kate secured a position on Canada’s Space Advisory 
Board. Currently she collaborates with the Canadian 
government and international NGO, The Planetary Society, to 
help people develop skills and tools to launch space knowledge 
into their communities. 

She has put this book together with a little help from her friends 
in the community (including legendary Bill Nye the Science 
Guy). 

Kate is based in Montreal, Canada.

A highly designed book exploring the idea of the magical, wonderful infinity and 
possibility of space.



SPACE IS COOL AS FUCK

“Bill Nye meets Space Jam and the Wu Tang Clan” 

Space is Cool as Fuck features more than 100 wild artworks, 
photographs and illustrations from 40 international young artists 
curated by brilliant designer Cynthia Larenas. From hand-picked 
unknowns like Kate Kurucz and Adrian du P.B. through up-and-
comers like Aida Azin, Waiton Fong, and Chrissie Abbott, to the 
more established Joel Vans, Kareena Zerefos, James Reka, Regan 
Tanamui (Ha Ha) and Marina Zumi, each artist brings their own 
aesthetic to the majesty and wonder of space giving the book its 
exquisitely eclectic style. 42

SPACE IS COOL AS FUCK

BLACK HOLES

CHRISSIE ABBOTT

CHAPTER VIII

COSMOS

275
million stars  

are born  
and die  

every day.

Britney, Lindsay, Shia, Amanda.  
Macauley Culkin. The little 
dickhead from Terminator 2.  
The good one from the Jackson 
Five (RIP). 

Sometimes shit just gets too 
heavy to handle. Big megastars  
of Hollywood often collapse  
under the pressure of their  
own fame, and big megastars  
in outer space are no different.

Every star is basically a nuclear reactor, using the 
gravity of their hugeness to cram hydrogen atoms 
together to form bigger atoms. This creates energy 
that makes the star shine, and also balances out the 
force of gravity. See, gravity wants to pull every part  
of the star in toward its center. But energy coming  
from the center pushes back out, keeping a balance. 
But every star has a limited amount of hydrogen in it, 
and in every case eventually this fuel runs out.

In cases where the star isn’t very big (like our sun) 
this isn’t a big deal, and the star just goes cold and 
chills like that in space until the end of time. But with 
bigger stars, once they lose that fuel they’ve got too 
much mass to manage and it all collapses in toward 
the center. Sometimes this causes a supernova, which 
is basically just an explosion caused by too much star 
trying to be in one place at one time. 

But in supermassive stars (we’re talking about  
25 times bigger than the sun), the collapse gets  
so intense that not even an explosion can counteract 
it. Matter condenses to the point that its gravity 
dominates every other force imaginable. There is  
no escaping its gravitational pull. Even light can’t 
escape, and light doesn’t even have any fucking mass! 
This, dear reader, is a black hole. 

These things are cool, scary, and awesomely real.  
We can’t see them (since light can’t shine out of them 
or reflect off them) but we can see how they distort 
space around them. We’re even pretty sure there’s an 
enormous one in the center of every galaxy. The one in 
the center of ours is 4 million times the size of the Sun 
– but some are a billion times the size of the sun! But 
a lot about them is still pretty damn mysterious, and 
opens up big questions in physics. 

CHECK THIS SHIT OUT

43

MULTIVERSE

SPACE IS COOL AS FUCK

MULTIVERSE

PHYSICS

MATT LYON

17317
2

SPACE IS COOL AS FUCK
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EXOPLANETS CHAPTER III

COSMOS

NASA/JPL-CALTECH

21

SPACE IS COOL AS FUCK
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I QUIT PLASTICS Kate Nelson

An inspiring and practical journey to quitting plastic. 

Kate Nelson has been disposable plastic free for a decade. 
She started small by stopping her use of plastic bags and 
water bottles, refusing straws and using a reusable cup for her 
coffee. But as she became aware of just how much plastic she 
encountered in her day-to-day life without realising, she knew 
she had to do more. It has taken years, but the journey has 
been humbling and full of learning.  

I Quit Plastics is an inspiring and practical guide to reducing 
your use of plastics, wherever you may be on the journey. 
Complete with an 8-week phase-out program, and full of 
recipes and tips to help you cook, shop, wear, clean and live 
plastic-free, Kate Nelson shows you how to reduce your waste 
and live more simply and sustainably. 

With over 60 recipes that cover cooking, beauty, hygiene, and 
cleaning, Kate Nelson shares how making small changes within 
your own life you can help have a lasting, global impact.  

Kate Nelson is one of Australia’s leading plastic-free advocates. 
She started her journey in 2008 when she volunteered at Jean 
Michel Cousteau’s Ocean Futures Society. 

Since then she has lobbied government, pitched to corporates, 
spoken at schools all over the world, and founded an educa-
tion and advocacy not-for-profit called ‘Save the Mermaids’ to 
spread the word. 

She now lives in Byron Bay where she has been plastic free for 
10 years and where she continues to run workshops and edu-
cate 50,000+ social media followers on the joys of living simply 
and consciously.
 

An inspiring but practical guide to reducing your footprint by taking you on a journey to 
reduce your use of plastics.

K A T E  N E L S O N

and you can too

I 
QUIT 

PLASTICS

 60+ lifestyle recipes to cut waste, 
live clean and change the world

KATE N
ELSO

N
I Q

U
IT P

LA
STIC

S

“Ways to l ive that favour our health, happiness, 
land & oceans. I can’t recommend 

this book highly enough.”

- ELYSE KNOWLES

Recipes include:

Cooking: 
Banana Bread, Sweet Potato Blueberry Porridge, Maple 
Glazed Pear Breakfast Crumble, Lentil Chickpea Felafels, 
Zoodle Pad Thai, Vegan Cheese, Eggplant Chips, Peanut 

Butter Cups, Rich Gooey Raw Brownies 

Hygiene: 
Toothpaste, Deodorant, Mouthwash, Face Masks, 

Sunscreen

Beauty: 
Mascara, Foundation, Bronzer, Blush, Eyeliner

Cleaning: 
Laundry Detergent, Cleaning Spray, Stain Remover



-- 176
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Lip  Scrub

 

When our lips are cracking and dry it can be a sign we need to drink more 

water. It’s
 also a nice practice to give your kissers a gentle scrub once a 

week to keep the lip skin supple. Apparently, lips don’t have sebaceous 

glands to keep them moisturised whereas our skin secretes sebum to keep 

it hydrated and nourished. We have to clear away the dead skin before we 

can moisturise our lips. Scrub regularly and apply balm.

Note:  You  can  a lways  increase  port ions  so  you  have  enough 

for  a  s tash  in  the  bathroom as  we l l .

½ teaspoon fine 

grain sugar

½ teaspoon olive 

oil or coconut 

oil

Mix together in your palm. 

Apply to your lips. 

Rinse with warm water. 

Apply Lip Balm (See page 203)

I Quit Plastic_Internals_17 December.indd   176-177
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I QUIT PLASTICS Kate Nelson
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Soapberry  Concentrated L iqu id 

Laundry  Detergent

 

Add about a tablespoon of this concentrate to each wash. For extra-soiled 

clothing, sprinkle in a tablespoon of bicarb soda. 

20 soapberries

2 litres water

Add the berries and water to a large saucepan and 

boil for 15–20 minutes.

Use the back of a large spoon to gently press the 

soft berries to squeeze out extra saponins. Be sure 

not to break them.

Allow to cool. Strain the liquid through your plant 

milk bag then pour into a large bottle.

To use, only a small amount is needed – a teaspoon 

to a tablespoon, depending on the wash size.

As this is a concentrate, store in the fridge to 

increase its lifespan.

I Quit Plastic_Internals_17 December.indd   246-247
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Smoothies :  b lend l ike  a  boss

Hands down, smoothies are the best thing to happen to breakfast since 

sliced bread. Blend seasonal fruit with ice or freeze the fruit then blend 

with water, coconut water or plant milk and enjoy. If you love chocolate, try 

blending a frozen banana with a tablespoon or two of cacao nibs, a teaspoon 

of maple syrup and a dusting of cinnamon. If you have a trusted sans-plastic 

source, add blueberries. Hey presto: breakfast is served. Even the most 

medicinal health powders or tinctures will taste good with this combo. 

Looking to introduce turmeric to your morning? Blend together ½ cup frozen 

mango, ½ cup frozen pineapple, a teaspoon of grated ginger, ½ teaspoon of 

turmeric, a hint of pepper and a teaspoon each of chia and flaxseeds.

The challenge is to drink smoothies out of glass when you buy them. 

Smoothie tumblers were the hardest single-use plastic item for me to 

replace. Rarely will a cafe make you a smoothie ‘for here’ in a tall glass. 

Business owners hate the washing-up hassles. Better to quickly serve the 

next customer, keep ’em moving, and the dollars coming in. After having 

the full conversation with the staff about the negatives of plastic to-go cups 

and politely asking what it would take to offer jars ‘for here’, I'd look around 

for a suitable container. Usually there’d be a clean bowl. I’d ask them to 

serve my smoothie in this and enjoy it with a spoon. That’s how smoothie 

bowls started for me. 

A moment on single-use cups and bioplastics. Years ago, I stopped using 

paper cups when I learned they’re lined with plastic to prevent leakage. What 

about the new biodegradable cups incorporating bioplastics – material made 

from plants yet chemically altered to resemble and act like plastics? Because 

they look like plastic, people get confused as to how to dispose of them. 

In landfill, as bioplastics break down they emit methane, a greenhouse gas 

more potent than CO2. The compost bin isn’t correct, either. Commercial 

compost facilities that can break down bioplastics and return the by-

products to organic matter are extremely rare. Waste management 

operations that separate bioplastics out from food scraps are too expensive 

for all but a very few local councils. Recycling is just as disappointing. 

Bioplastic cups are nonrecyclable, so if tossed in the recycling bin they 

actually contaminate this waste stream. It then requires time and money 

to filter out misplaced bioplastics. 

 
There’s a lot to unpack about this. First of all, it’s a damn shame that every 

district, town, city, state and country has different recycling rules. An 

overarching national policy would make a lot of sense. However, recycling 

has been set up purely as a private business. We pay local councils for 

recycling bins. The council contracts a private company to come round and 

empty our bins into their truck. Unless the driver decides the material is 

contaminated – and takes the entire truckload straight to landfill – they 

drive the waste to the material recovery facility and dump it into a pile, 

ready to be scooped onto a conveyor belt for sorting. 

Materials like metals, glass, paper and plastics are separated and sold to 

buyers on the global waste market. However, most countries have raised their 

standards for the materials they’ll buy: contaminated materials are rejected. 

There are small things we can do that make a huge difference. Help provide 

the recycling industry with cleaner materials to work with or our ‘recycling’ 

will keep ending up as landfill. O
r just use less packaged stuff and have less 

in your bins! And maybe research our local material recovery facilities to 

find out what is recyclable. 

And this is what we need: systemic change. Fewer disposable to-go items 

and more reusables, refillables and repurposable items. This whole movement 

is about self-sufficiency and reclaiming our sovereignty. We should no 

longer  rely on outsiders to recycle our waste. We must be autonomous and 

responsible for what we use and the waste our consumption creates. 

Depressed? Don't be! Be a part of the solution and make yourself a smoothie 

bowl. Blend 1 frozen banana, 1 tablespoon tahini, 1 tablespoon flaxseeds, 1 

teaspoon maple syrup, 1 teaspoon ground cinnamon, 1 cup ice, ½ cup nut 

milk, 1 teaspoon vanilla extract. Top with sliced fruit, toasted nuts, coconut 

flakes or granola.

I Quit Plastic_Internals_17 December.indd   134-135
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 ✲
Soap tray – as you substitute plastic bottles of shampoo and soap with  

solids, you'll need to place the soaps on little trays to help them dry out 

between uses. 

 ✲
Tongue scraper – a small thin metal stick in the shape of a V that you 

gently drag along your tongue to scrape away plaque. 

MY FAV E WO O D E N B AT H ACC E S S O R I E S

Plastic will crack, stain and never break down. I use natural materials for 

my bath products and I find I treasure them that much more. 

 ✲
Nail brush – look for bamboo with natural bristles.

 ✲
Bamboo toothbrush – there are tons on the market now. Try to find 

biodegradable bristles! Repurpose old toothbrushes into cleaning tools.

 ✲
Hairbrush – go for wooden brushes with wooden pins or else try a wooden 

or metal comb.

MY FAV E C E R A M I C B AT H ACC E S S O R Y

 ✲
Neti pot – this is for a fabulous Ayurvedic practice of flushing the nasal 

cavity with warm salt water. (Best to do this in the morning.)

T H E T R U S T Y B A R O F A L L-P U R P O S E S OA P

With this one item you can wash your hands, body and hair, plus you can 

use it to
 clean surfaces and fabrics. Wrap it in

 paper and use as a laundry 

stain stick or grate it, p
op in a spray bottle and mix with water to make 

all-purpose cleaner.

I like to find a local soap maker – someone who makes organic natural 

soaps – and support their trade. 

Bars of soap also make great gifts! Especially to friends or family who 

might want to transition away from household chemicals or plastic 

packaging but may not think of such an obvious plastic-free item. Find a 

paper-wrapped bar soap, place it in
 a seashell or on a cute plate from an 

op shop (thrift store).

I Quit Plastic_Internals_17 December.indd   148-149
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MIND BLOWN Dan Marshall

A visual feast of facts that you won’t believe, uniquely illustrated and displayed. A perfect 
gift to dip into again and again, with facts guaranteed to impress your friends and family! 

Did you know space is only an hour’s drive away? Did you 
know there is a jellyfish that is biologically immortal? Or that of 
all life that has ever existed on Earth, 99.9% of it is extinct? Dan 
Marshall’s slick new book is packed to the brim with facts that will 
BLOW YOUR MIND.

Delightful illustrations and beautiful design bring to life some of 
the hardest to believe and awesomely real facts you’ll ever see.

Prepare to have your mind blown…

Dan is a designer, illustrator and writer who runs a design 
agency, Studio Marshall. For over 20 years he has worked with a 
diverse group of clients including the Sydney Opera House, The 
Australian Museum, One Laptop Per Child, The Hunger Project, 
Facebook and Coca Cola. 

Mind Blown was born from Dan’s passion for graphic design, 
communicating information visually and his deep curiosity for the 
incredibly strange place that is our universe.

Page Size: 320 x 320mm

Extent: 184 pages 

Rights Held: World

Rights Sold: German (National Geographic)
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HOW TO ADULT Anna Blackie

Shit you should know, but probably don’t.

Do you know your shiraz from your merlot?
Could you find north if you were lost in the wilderness?
Are you craving gravy but don’t how to make this magical 
sauce?

The answers are all here.  

From doing your taxes to changing a tyre, asking for a raise to 
mastering the art of avocado preparation. This is the ultimate 
guide to all of the things a fully functioning adult should know to 
survive in the big scary world. 

Packed with sage advice from a real-life hopeless millennial, this 
book will keep you from starvation, make folding fitted sheets a 
reality, and teach you to look like a real professional adult when 
you’re actually just an incompetent trash human.

Anna Blackie is a real-life hopeless millennial who spends her 
time advising other millennials on how to function in an attempt 
to avoid her own shortcomings. 

While living in Sydney and dreaming of one day eating an 
avocado in her very own house, Anna realised there was a 
shocking amount she didn’t know about how to function in the 
adult world. In a blind-leading-the-blind situation, she decided to 
write her very own guide to being a grown-up and fill it with all 
the things she hoped she would one day understand.

With Chapters Including:

Money is Scary and Here’s Why

Culinary Skills to Keep You From Starvation

Living Out of Home Without Dying

How Not to Be a Trash Human 

(and other useful life skills)

Helpful Tips for Adult Professionalism

How Not to Die in the Wilderness

Basic Wisdom from an Mechanical Engineer

Legal Advice For When You’re Too Poor 

for a Lawyer

Not Dying: Tips from a Medical Professional

Pretending You’re Not a Lazy Shit

HOW TO ADULT Anna Blackie

 “...full of genuinely helpful and
easy-to-follow advice about how to tackle

all the things that come with being an adult” 
Good Reading
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living 
out of 
home 
without dying

-  8 9  -

when I was a kId, all I wanted was to move 
out of home. To me, having my own place was the 
ultimate sign of adulthood, and I couldn’t wait to reach 
that peak level of maturity. 

I planned to stay up all night, eat chocolate cake for 
breakfast, and watch whatever trashy TV I wanted 
without judgement or complaints. Well, it turns out 
that now I actually do live out of home, I’m in bed by 
9.30 and only eat chocolate cake for breakfast when 
I’m having a mental breakdown. On the bright side, 
I watch as much of The Simpsons as I want, and my 
encyclopedic knowledge of quotes has proven to be a 
beneficial life skill.

I have also had to learn a harsh reality of adult life: 
living out of home means you have to keep yourself 
alive. For someone who struggles to keep a plant 
green for more than 24 hours, this is a somewhat 
daunting task. The following is an informative 
exploration into the things you need to know to help 
you cling to life, and keep you from begging your 
parents to take you back and wishing you’d never 
progressed past eight years of age. 

-  H OW  TO  A D U LT  -

-  9 4  -

A r e  y o u  l i v i n g  i n  y o u r  
o w n  f i l t h ? 

The quickest way to ditch your trash-human vibe is to look 
at the etiquette for when you should wash and replace basic 
household items… It turns out that bedsheets are meant to be 
washed at least once a week. At the time of writing, I couldn’t 
remember the last time I’d washed my sheets. I am filthy and 
disgusting and probably the reason Jesus cries at night. 

After discovering that bedsheets are meant to be changed far 
more often than is humanly possible, I also stumbled across 
the unsettling knowledge that there are many, many things 
within our houses that need to be washed or disposed of 
completely on a regular basis. Read this list and tremble in 
terror at your own inadequate adulting skills and generally 
unsanitary habits. 

Did you know that things used to clean other things need 
to be cleaned too? I sure as hell didn’t. Turns out both your 
washing machine AND dishwasher need to be cleaned 
regularly. For years, my white clothes have been coming 
out of the wash with weird and unexplained stains; I finally 
understand that this was my washing machine crying out 
for help. Washing machines should be sprayed and cleaned 
twice a month to prevent bacteria, mould and limescale. 
Dishwashers should be put through a hot wash with a cup of 
white vinegar once a month to kill off any lingering bacteria 
and icky smells. 

Shit you should know

-  9 5  -

-  H o u s E H o l d  -

WHEN TO CLEAN

Kitchen sponges Rinse every day, throw away 
every week.

Towels Wash after 3 uses (USES, 
PEOPLE, NOT DAYS!)

Tea towels Wash EVERY. DAMN. DAY.

Pillows

Wash every 3 months – if 
your head is anywhere near 
as dirty as your mind, you 

may need to consider doing 
this more frequently. 

Phones Every. Single. Day. 

Bras
The eternal struggle of every 

woman, or hefty-chested 
man: every 2–3 days.

Light switches (cue the 
I-don’t-think-I’ve-ever-

washed-a-light-switch-in-
my-life terror) 

Once a week.

Remote controls Once a month.

Fridge Disinfect and wipe out 
every week.

-  H OW  TO  A D U LT  -
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F o l d i n g  f i t t e d  s h e e t s :  m a k e 
t h e  m y t h  a  r e a l i t y 

I once believed that folding a fitted sheet was an adulting 
urban legend; a skill only to be dreamed of, but never actually 
accomplished. I convinced myself I didn’t really need to 
know how to fold a fitted sheet anyway; what’s wrong with a 
good old balled-up sheet shoved deep into the back of your 
cupboard where no one can see your shame? Oh, how wrong 
I was… I sheet you not, of all my new adulting knowledge, 
the ability to fold a fitted sheet is one of my most treasured 
skills. There is no experience that has given me as much pride 
and satisfaction as making a perfect square out of that unruly 
tangle of cloth and elastic. Adulty AF. 

1 Lay your sheet out on a flat surface, grab the bottom 
corners and turn them inside out. Tuck these into the 
top corners, aligning the seams to create a rectangle. 

2 Fold your rectangle in half, with the elastic edges 
tucked inside themselves. 

3 Fold in half again so you have a square sheet, and 
smooth down to remove wrinkles.  

4 Fold sheet into thirds. Done. In four easy steps 
you’ve become an adult. 

-  1 0 5  -

-  H o u s E H o l d  -

W a s h  y o u r  c l o t h e s  w i t h o u t 
r u i n i n g  t h e m 

Being an adult ruins so many things: the ability to drink 
without feeling like you’re going to die the next day; the use 
of inexperience as an excuse for stupidity; and most of all, the 
enjoyment of being a filthy mess without judgement. Let’s face 
it: even people who aren’t trash humans still spill shit all over 
themselves from time to time, and it’s an unspoken rule of the 
universe that all white shirts are destined to be ruined before 
their time. To my mind, one of the most precious abilities of 
those whimsical adults who are just too grown-up for their 
own good is the capacity to throw even the most stained 
garment in the wash and have it reappear looking fresher 
than ever. Us mere mortals can only dream of having such 
abilities, but these tips will help you get a little closer to that 
godly level of skill.

 * Delicate bags: These mesh bags cost about $2 and are 
endlessly useful. Stuff them with your bras, stockings 
and those undies you save for special occasions to 
avoid destroying all these pretty things that cost so 
very much. 

 * Wash your clothes inside out: This sounds stupid, but 
it means any wear and tear that occurs in the wash 
cycle will only happen to the inside of your garments, 
so just like you, your clothes will be able to maintain a 
clean facade that ensures no one will know how ruined 
they are on the inside. 

 * Use the gentle cycle on your washing machine… even 
if you don’t think you need to. Realistically, what are you 
washing that needs to be spun around at 100 km/h? 
You’re dirty, but you’re not that dirty. 

 * Read the care labels: Although mainly considered 

-  1 0 9  -

-  H o u s E H o l d  -

Oil stains, e.g. salad 
dressing or from spitting 
frying pans 

Sprinkle with salt and let sit 
before washing. 

Protein stains, e.g. vomit, 
sweat and blood

Alkaline stain removers, like 
ammonia. Pro tip: Hot water 
makes protein set, so always 
use cold water for these.

Combination stains, e.g. 
sauces and make-up

Rinse with cold water, then 
gently rub detergent on the 
stain. 

Grass stains 
Soak in cool water with 
detergent for a minimum of 
30 minutes, then wash. 

Mud stains

Let the mud dry then brush it 
off. Soak in warm water with 
1 teaspoon dish detergent 
and 1 tablespoon white 
vinegar. Rinse with cold water.  

Coffee

For fresh stains, rinse 
immediately with cold 
water. Rub with water and 
detergent, then soak for 
30 minutes. 

Alcohol 

Sponge the stain with a 
small amount of water mixed 
with detergent or white 
vinegar. 

-  1 1 3  -

-  H o u s E H o l d  -
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OLDIES’ GUIDE TO THE MILLENNIAL WORLD 
Katy McEwen 

Ever felt like you’re completely out of touch with the evoloving 
world?

Unable to tell your ‘Lots of Love’ from your ‘Laugh Out Loud’?

Are you in a complete daze when it comes to streaming, swiping 
left, LGBTQAI+ and cryptocurrency?

This is the book for you.

All these things the millennial generation take for granted are now 
within your reach thanks to the helpful guide to the banter of the 
modern age.

Katy McEwen is a baby boomer surrounded by millennials. She 
grew up in the UK and has spent her life around books, including 
working in a bookshop and various publishing companies before 
moving to Australia. 

Married with three millennial children she is constantly trying to 
understand, she decided that there were more than likely others 
who might like to be let into those secrets too, so put together the 
Oldies’ Guide to the Millennial World (with some help from her 
kids and workmates!).

With Topics Including:

The World Wide Web, Smartphones, Facebook, Instagram, 

Twitter, Memes, Reddit, Echo Chambers, YouTube, 

Streaming, The Cloud, The Internet of Things, 

Smart Homes, Online Privacy, Google, Big Data, Amazon, 

Online Shopping, Fashion, Bitcoin, LinkedIn, 

Self-brand, WhatsApp, Tinder, Relationships, 

The Rainbow - LGBTQAI+, Marriage, Religion, Politics, 

Drugs, Feminism, Housing, 

The New Sharing Economy, Climate Change,  

Education, Working Life, Travel, Language, 

Visual Language, Gen Z

Millennials teach Baby Boomers a thing or two in this clever (and accurate) 
guide to the Millennial world.

‘Remember when we cried as kids and our parents said,”I’ll 
give you something to cry about”? We thought they were 

going to hit us but instead they destroyed the housing market,     
quadrupled college tuition, and melted the ice caps.’ 

Imagine@Funny_Imagine on Twitter
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WE’RE ALL GOING TO DIE Stefan Hunt

10 out of 10 people reading this will die. 

Stefan Hunt was a successful film director, travelling around 
the world capturing beautiful stories and making new friends, 
a life one can only dream about. Then, at the age of 27, 
he became riddled with an anxiety which left him paralysed 
with fear and questioning his purpose. On the advice of a 
friend he decided to put pen to paper in search of relief, and 
out tumbled the five words which began a poem that led to 
his major epiphany: We’re All Going to Die. Far from being 
a morbid thought, Hunt felt reassurance and inspiration when 
he accidently stumbled across life’s only guarantee. 

Written and illustrated by Hunt, We’re All Going to Die takes 
on the immense task of exploring the meaning of life in the 
form of a Dr Seuss-esque book for adults. Pairing eloquent 
prose with whimsical illustrations, this picture book follows a 
conversation between fear and death asking you to look at 
the ‘what ifs’, the ‘why nots’ and the ‘oh wells’ that might flash 
before your eyes if Death were to pay you a visit. The result 
is a simple message: Fear Less and Live More.

The moment you realise that you’re not the only one with these fears, that you’re not alone, is 
the moment it all changes. 

WHEN THE FRONT DOOR BANGED

KNOCK! KNOCK!

WITH THE FORCE OF A WILD BLIZZARD

SO LOUD IT SCARED MY PANTS OFF, 

I TIMIDLY ASKED, “Who is it?”

WAGTD_Interior56pages_Final_July14.indd   4-5

7/14/17   11:48 AM

IT WAS A QUIET TUESDAY EVENINGAS I EXPLORED THE GREAT UNKNOWN
FLICKING THROUGH TV CHANNELSFROM THE LIVING ROOM OF MY HOME

WAGTD_Interior56pages_Final_July14.indd   2-3

7/14/17   11:48 AM

Stefan Hunt is a writer and filmmaker collaborating with 
the biggest global brands, directing multi-award-winning 
documentaries, commercials, music videos and TV series. 

His most ambitious creative project to date is We’re All Going 
to Die, which also consisted of short-film and multimedia art 
festival in Sydney, aimed at empowering an audience to ‘fear 
less and live more’. 

He currently lives in New York City. 



The Quit Smoking Colouring Book is equal parts disgusting, 
insulting, offensive and confronting. 

Why smoke when you can while-away the time colouring in these 
beautiful zen-style doodles by artist Yjulia Gramotneva.

‘Delightful’ illustrations to colour in; like tongue cancer or a 
beautifully detailed hole in the throat.

Along with humorously impolite prose, The Quit Smoking 
Colouring Book is also littered with confronting facts, like how 
smoking can waste 7200 hours in five years.

It is also filled with inspiring information and delightful poetry, for 
example:

‘If your teeth are quite brown and smell like a bum,  
If you’re down in the dumps ‘bout your bloody gums,  
If you’re sick of your mouth looking like an ass,                                                        
Then tell the next ciggie, “Thanks, but I’ll pass.’

THE QUIT SMOKING COLOURING BOOK

Page Size: 234 mm x 234 mm 

Extent: 84 pages 

Rights Held: World

The Quit Smoking Colouring Book is the perfect gift for that friend 
or loved one that just won’t give up the death sticks. A funny take 
on a perilously unfunny situation. 

Designed by up-and-coming Australian artist Aga Makowiecka. 
This book cover is printed on a matt stock with stunning copper-
coloured metallic foil to accent the intricate illustrations.

A newcomer to the craze that just won’t die

“Cigarettes are killers that travel in packs”



From bad pick-up lines to death threats and awkward sex-
capades, #single is a hilarious snapshot of some of the most 
ridiculous real-life online dating conversations.   

This book is a must read if you match any of the below criteria:

 • You are currently online dating

 • You have online dated

 • You will online date in your future

 • You are a smug couple

 • You worry your child is a spinster/bachelor for life

 • You like to laugh

 • You are a Jewish mother

 • You like to breathe and live and stuff

Page Size: 198mm x 128mm

Extent: 168 pages

Rights Held: World

#SINGLE

“The perfect book to shove in the face of anyone who 

has ever asked ‘Why are you still single?”

- My next door neighbour, Fran

“Definitely giving this to all my friends who have 

(or, are) suffering through online dating”
- Everyone I’ve ever met  

#single is based on the popular blog  
TinderTuesday.com with 20,000 weekly visitors and a large 
Instagram following of 70,000+. The top 10 countries’ visitors 
are from, in order:

1. Australia

2. Canada

3. United Kingdom

4. United States

5. New Zealand

6. Ireland

7. Brazil

8. Germany

9. Netherlands

10. Hong Kong

#single is designed by up-and-coming Australian artist Anthony 
Skujins.

Dating in the 21st century is rough



Sex tips for chicks by gay dudes! 

Ever wondered:

• When hand jobs became uncool?

• How to give the perfect blow job?

• Where a guy should blow his load?

JUST THE TIP

This must-have book is the perfect spontaneous purchase. 

It is an informative read, and a truly great gift for a friend 

(or a hilariously cruel gift for an ex-lover). 

Page Size: 198mm x 128mm 

Extent: 216 pages  

Rights Held: World

You are not alone.

So we went directly to the experts on everything ‘man-junk’ to bust 
some myths, get some tips and learn a lot more. 

Just the Tip is a funny, dirty, light-hearted yet informative book full 
of sex tips for women, inspired by advice from an international 
panel of gay men in their twenties to thirties (aka the “sexperts”).

The target audience is women 20-60 (predomi-
nantly 20-40). However, the tips have relevance for 
a gay audience, and also apply to a heterosexual  
male audience. 

Featuring many tips from mild to wild, a nice take-home message 
from the book is that at the end of the day everything comes back 
to the importance of chemistry. 

Nothing is off limits. This book covers a range of  
basic, interesting and taboo topics, including:

• Etiquette
• Kissing
• Spooning
• The Penis
• Hand Jobs
• Balls
• Blow Jobs

• The Perineum
• Butt Play
• Sex
• Anal Sex
• Play Time
• Compatibility

Just the Tip is designed by up-and-coming Australian artist Aaron 
Barnes (Madebya).

Let’s ask the experts sexperts...
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